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Your Flag’s Got My Flag On It
The Union Jack and the Australian Flag
Glen Wright

Like many Brits before me, and surely many more to come, I am living, 10,000 miles from
home, in Australia. For 250 years, British people have been coming to Australia, and for 250
years the flag of the United Kingdom has, in some way, flown over this land. Today, walking
to work or driving along the highway, an Australian flag, with the Union Jack prominently
in the canton,1 is never too far away.2
While the Union Jack reminds me of home, I am aware of its contested presence on the
Australian flag, a presence that elicits varied responses from the people of Australia. What
does it mean to have the Union Jack, the flag of another nation, included as such a prominent
feature on the Australian flag?
It is not my intention, nor is it possible in such a short piece, to revisit every aspect of the
long running flag debate: the focus of this piece will be on the Union Jack. This paper aims to
provide a critical discussion of the Union Jack’s place on the Australian flag, and I will
attempt to unravel the symbolism and meaning of the Union Jack in this context.
I will start by briefly recounting the histories of the Union Jack and Australian flags and the
history of the flag debate in Australia. I will then reflect on Australia’s British heritage, other
immigrant heritage, and, finally, Aboriginal heritage. Lastly, I will discuss the continued
relevance or irrelevance of the Union Jack in Australia today and its appropriateness as a
symbol of this nation.

The Flags of the United Kingdom and Australia
The Union Jack,3 in its present form, was created upon the unification of England, Scotland
and Wales with Ireland in 1801.4 England and Scotland are represented on the flag by the St.
George’s and St. Andrew’s crosses respectively, while the cross of St. Patrick represents
Ireland. Curiously, there is no symbolic representation of Wales on the Union Jack.5
The Union Jack was flown over Australia from its first outing in 1770, though it was by no
means the only flag used.6 On September 3rd 1901, the current flag was flown for the first
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‘Canton’ means any quarter of a flag, but is commonly used to denote means the upper-hoist quarter.
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‘Proclamation appointing the Flag, as well for Our Navy Royal as for the Ships of Our Subjects of South and North Britain’
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The Acts of Union1800.
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Robin Ashburner, former President of the Flag Institute jokingly commented, “How is it, I hear you ask, that Wales, the
most important country within the kingdom, is absent from the Union Flag?”, before explaining that as a principality, Wales
need not be represented heraldically (Ashburner, ‘Flags in Wales’ (2001) International Conference of Vexillology XIX. See
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For a detailed exposition of Australia’s flag history since federation, see Kwan, Flag and Nation: Australians and Their
National Flags since 1901 (UNSW Press, Sydney 2006)
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time, in a south-westerly wind, atop the Royal Exhibition Building in Melbourne,7 following
a competition to design a new flag. The design for the flag was concurrently arrived at by 5
of the 30,000 entrants. While the Review of Reviews stated at the time that the
Commonwealth Government had adopted the new design as the ‘Federal Flag’,8 it was not
until the passing of the Flags Act 1953 that the current flag was designated as the national
flag.

The Australian Flag Debate: a brief history
The flag debate has been described as ‚a high-octane issue that's been dividing us since
1901‛,9 and it is true that criticisms started flowing as soon as the new flag had been chosen.
The Bulletin commented, shortly after the announcement of the new flag, that it is:
a staled réchauffé of the British flag, with no artistic virtue, no national significance... That
bastard flag is a true symbol of the bastard state of Australian opinion.10
From 1967 onwards, Ray Morgan Research has conducted a poll, approximately every five
years, gauging Australian opinion in the flag debate. These polls showed an intensification of
interest in a new flag in the 1990s: 52% of Australians wanted a new flag in 1998.
The Flags Act 1953 did not provide any process for changing the national flag, though it was
the norm for flag amendments to be effected by administrative decision, without a
referendum.11 In response to the heightened intensity of the flag debate, an amendment to
the Flags Act was passed to provide for a process for changing the national flag.12 The
amendment provides that any proposed change to the national flag must be approved in a
referendum.13
Since the peak of interest in a new flag in 1998, the calls for a new flag have, according to the
Morgan polls, subsided somewhat, and the figure is now at 29%, with two-thirds of
respondents preferring to retain the existing flag. Nevertheless, the debate will almost
certainly come to the fore once again in the future, particularly in light of Prime Minister
Julia Gillard’s suggestion that a change in the monarchy would be an appropriate time for
Australia to become a Republic.14 A move toward becoming a republic would surely
reinvigorate calls for a new flag.

Australia’s British Heritage
In 2006, Australia conducted a census. Citizens were asked about their heritage; 37% of
people stated their heritage to be Australian while 32% identified as English, 9% as Irish, and
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8% as Scottish.15 Given that the first non-aboriginal settlers of Australia were British, and that
Britain has always been the dominant source of migrants to Australia, it is unsurprising that
more Australians claim British or Irish heritage than claim Australian heritage. In addition to
a strong British heritage in terms of the people of Australia, Australia’s systems of
governance and social institutions are also largely drawn from British models. The main
purpose of a flag is to represent a nation and its people, so it is perhaps understandable that
the Union Jack plays a starring role on the Australian flag.
Yet the Union Jack, placed in the heraldic position of honour,16 implies more than just
heritage. It implies that Australia is a British colony or dependency. Only three other
independent nation-states in the world continue to feature the Union Jack on their national
flags.17 Indeed, the Review of Reviews, publicising the competition held to design Australia’s
flag, stated that designs ‚should contain the Union Jack, to stand for Great Britain‛,18 not as a
representation of Australia’s British heritage. Other Commonwealth countries have since
changed their flags and rid of the Union Jack, and did not become republics in doing so.19
The Commonwealth star and the Southern Cross do, to some extent, symbolise
independence, but they still appear subordinate to the Union Jack. As Paul Keating concisely
put it, ‚the expression of the full sovereignty of Australian nationhood can [n]ever be
complete while we have a flag with the flag of another country on the corner of it‛.20
Keating’s point was humorously illustrated by Ausflag’s poster advocating a new flag for the
2000 Olympics, which, referring to 28 different flags all containing the Union Jack, read,
‚Australia’s Identity Crisis: Colony, State, Nation, Fire Brigade or Yacht Club?‛21 When I see
the Australian flag, I have to remind myself that the ties to Britain are historical and that they
no longer hold legal or constitutional significance, while the flag itself suggests otherwise.22
Vexillologically speaking, the presence of the Union Jack results in a confused message. The
Union Jack takes precedence over Australia’s symbols, despite Australia’s independence,
and there is an uncertain relationship between interpretations of the Union Jack as a symbol
of colonial power and a symbol of British heritage.23 Clarity is a cardinal principle of flag
design, and this may be reason enough to change it. However, it must also be remembered
that flags are symbols of the people, and take on the meanings given to them by those
people. Hard and fast rules may not be suitable for flags, where interpretation can change
over time. While the Union Jack may have originally stood for the motherland itself, it seems
to have come to symbolise Australia’s British heritage in the minds of most Australians. In
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the most recent Morgan poll, 69% of Australians said that they favour keeping the Union
Jack.24

Australia’s Other Immigrants
While predominantly of British heritage, Australia has a significant non-British, and even
non-European, heritage. It is worth exploring this heritage; particularly bearing in mind that
the Union Jack does not represent this part of Australia’s past and present. One fifth of
Australians say their heritage lies with some other ethnic group. This ranges from the strong
non-British European heritage, such as Italian and German, each of which is claimed by 4%
of Australians, to the heritage of more recent migrants, such as Lebanese and Vietnamese,
each claimed by 0.9% of Australians.25
These levels of non-British heritage would of course been unthinkable at the time the flag
was designed, and would have remained unthinkable until the ‘White Australia’ policy
started to die out in the mid-1900s. Thus when the Australian flag was designed, fidelity to
the motherland was a key criterion for acceptance.26 Since then, the make-up of Australia has
shifted markedly, and Australia is now one of the most cosmopolitan nations on Earth.
Even if it is conceded that Australia’s predominantly British heritage justifies representation
on the Australian flag, the Union Jack is a symbol that holds no meaning for a large number
of Australians. A recent IPSOS survey suggested that only 11% of Australians not born either
here or in the UK support retention of the current flag while the majority (67%) believe that
the flag should be changed.27
On the one hand, it may be that the Union Jack is a positive symbol of what immigrants can
aspire to achieve in Australia, representing the adversity and hardship overcome by the
early settlers in order to form a nation. Those seeking a better life in Australia may not
consider the symbolical nuances of the flag, instead imbuing it with their own aspirations for
a life in Australia.28 On the other hand, second- and third-generation immigrants may feel
unrepresented by a flag that does not show Australia’s diversity and instead advertises
Australia’s ‘Anglo-Saxon’ credentials.
Just as Australia has evolved from being a British dominion to an independent state with a
British heritage, so too has ‘White Australia’ turned into an ethnic and cultural melting pot.
Just as the flag should arguably send a clear message about Australia’s status as an
independent nation, it should also be a clear representation of the cosmopolitanism of
Australia today.

Australia’s Indigenous Heritage
Whatever one’s opinion on whether the Union Jack rightfully represents Australia’s British
heritage, or under-represents Australia’s non-British heritage and present diversity, the
presence of the Union Jack in no way represents the first Australians, who have lived here
for some 40,000-60,000 years.
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Many have pondered whether the Union Jack is a ‚symbol of constitutional liberties in the
radical English tradition or the symbol of oppression‛.29 I feel a sense of sorrow when I look
up at the Australian flag, for the presence of the Union Jack is a stark and persistent
reminder of oppression: a reminder that my ancestors, and those that came after them,
perpetrated what some have called genocide against the Aboriginal people.30
I cannot speak on behalf of aboriginal people, and I acknowledge that there are those that
wish to focus on more substantive issues of reconciliation, as well as those that feel that
representation on the flag is a vital symbolic step.31 I can only imagine that the Union Jack
not only fails to represent Aboriginal people in any meaningful way,32 but is a reminder of
the terrible destruction wrought in the course of colonisation. As Wellings says, the Union
Jack can be a symbol of oppression too. As respected Aboriginal activist Dr Lois O'Donoghue
states, the flag symbolises a ‚narrow slice‛ of Australia’s history, ‚including a significant
period where the rights of Australia's indigenous peoples were overlooked… most of
Australia's indigenous people cannot relate to the existing flag‛.33
Recognising the lack of Aboriginal representation, an Aboriginal flag was created in 1971,
followed by a Torres Strait Islander flag in 1992; both were recognised as national flags
under the Flags Act 1953 in 1995. While it may be thought that this recognition was a positive
step, Harold Thomas, creator of the Aboriginal flag, commented that ‚the people who are
making and support this move [to recognise the flag] have no idea about symbols‛.34 Thomas
was noting the fact that the flag that he had designed truly symbolised his people, while
those that sought to give his flag further credence by officialising it stood by a national flag
that is not truly representative its people.
The process of reconciliation has proved to be a long, complex and painful one, and the
nature of the Australian flag is but one small, albeit important, piece of the puzzle. I am not
qualified to comment on what form a truly reconciliatory flag may take, or how it may
adequately symbolise Australia’s aboriginal heritage and its heritage from colonisers and
other immigrants. It merely suffices to say that the Union Jacks presence on the Australian
flag surely symbolises oppression as much as it symbolises the positive aspects of the British
colonial empire.

Conclusion
Ben Wellings comments that flags have a ‚limited but malleable range of meanings‛.35
Within that limited range of meaning, flags are endowed with the personal opinions of those
that are represented by them. The Australian flag means something different to the teenager
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wearing it at the Cronulla riots than it does to the Sudanese refugee who walked 800
kilometres to flee civil war and get on a plane to Australia,36 or a Brit who struggles to
reconcile the feeling of home that the Union Jack inspires with the feeling of sorrow for past
wrongs committed during colonisation.
The Union Jack at once represents the overwhelmingly British heritage of Australia, but
gravely under-represents the cosmopolitanism of modern Australia; it serves as a welcome
reminder of home for some, and an unsettling reminder of the devastation caused by the
process of nation building for others.
Australia’s process of ‘finding its feet’ and ‘growing up’ as an independent nation is well
documented37 and it seems that the debates over becoming a republic and changing the flag
are the two major hurdles remaining in Australia’s road to casting off its image as ‘Britain's
little boy’, as The Bulletin so delicately put it in 1901.38
To borrow comments made by one submission to the 2004 Inquiry into an Australian
Republic,39 the question of the Union Jack’s presence on the Australian flag is:
…about nationhood. It is about accepting us all as full citizens in an independent nation and not
migrants to the remnant of a defunct British Empire. It is about equality of its citizens
regardless of their roots. It is about going beyond the deeds of one ethnic group over the
aborigines.
A flag is a symbol of a nation and its people. The Union Jack is a symbol of the United
Kingdom and the English, Scottish, Irish and Welsh people that make up that nation. While
many, if not most, have come to accept the current flag, Australia’s ‚foremost national
symbol‛40 should too be truly its own. As Dr Lois O'Donoghue puts it: ‚We regard ourselves
as independent, individual and inclusive - but our existing flag, our national symbol, says
none of this".41 Australia’s national flag should represent Australia’s independence, and the
Aborigines, British descendants, Europeans and recent immigrants that are its people.
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